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Abstract 
The Smartphone Footstrike Monitor is an integrated system designed to 
analyze footstrike: the way a person’s foot hits the ground with each step. 
This system aims to fill a critical gap in the world of athletic technology. 
For years, runners have used various performance tools, such as 
piezoelectric speed sensors, heart rate monitors, and GPS distance 
monitors. But, currently, no commercially available consumer product can 
accurately monitor a runner's technique. 
 
This product is for anyone looking to improve their speed and efficiency, 
while reducing pain and the risk of injury. The data provided by this system 
will allow all users - from competitive runners to recreational walkers - to 
improve their technique. With future software upgrades, we would be able 
to reach to even more diverse applications including rehabilitation, 
physiotherapies and those looking to make the most of their feet. This 
system will offer exciting new applications to analyze other physical 
activities - from gymnastics and soccer kicks to yoga balancing to tap 
dancing video games! 
 

 
Figure 1: Mark (left) and Caleb (right) with smartphone footstrike monitor 
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Introduction 
 This report outlines the process we followed while researching, 
designing, and constructing the Smartphone Footstrike Monitor. 

 

The Problem 
 
 The Smartphone Footstrike Monitor is a device that was born out of 
personal necessity since we are both runners. For years, runners have had 
several tools available to motivate them to run further, faster, or more 
often. One example is the very simple Nike+ Sportband, which simply 
measures pace (speed) and time. From this data, it can calculate distance, 
calories burned, etc, and allows the user to share data over social networks 
such as Twitter and Facebook. Other, more complex, systems also monitor 
other aspects of a workout, such as heart rate or GPS location. These 
systems are often incorporated into another device, such as a watch, MP3 
player, key fob, or smart phone. 
 The problem with existing devices is that while the data is indeed 
useful, no system actually monitors and analyzes the running technique of 
the user. 
 We have found two devices that monitor data similar to our foot 
strike monitor. However, neither device can be used “in the field”. Both are 
too expensive for private recreational use. The Dr. Scholls FootMapping 
machine is a stationary device that measures sole pressure and is designed 
as an aid to prescribe orthotic inserts. The Tekscan F-scan is somewhat 
portable; it is designed to be worn in a shoe and measures sole pressure 
while moving about. However, the Tekscan product requires a Personal 
Computer as a tethered host so it cannot be used while running. And, it is 
very expensive, generally leased to podiatrists to prescribe orthotic inserts. 
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Our Solution 
  
 The Smartphone Footstrike Monitor measures three pressure points 
under each foot, collects these measurements 60 times per second, and 
transmits them wirelessly to an application running on an Apple iPod, 
iPhone, or iPad. The application displays the measurements both 
graphically and in text. It also stores data for later analysis.  

  

Figure 2: Footstrike Monitor hardware installed on shoe 

 
 
Hardware 
The Smartphone foot strike monitor's hardware design consists of a small 
microcontroller circuit, signal conditioning amplifier, Analog-to-Digital 
signal convertor, and wireless transceiver. This device measures foot strike 
by collecting foot pressure data - up to hundreds of times per second - 
from thin force sensors embedded underneath the sock liner of a shoe. 
This data is then transmitted, via the industry-standard ANT wireless 
protocol, to a transceiver installed in an Apple iOS device (iPod, iPhone, 
iPad). 
 
For our initial design, we determined that simply two force sensors in each 
shoe would be adequate: one on the heel of the foot, and one at the ball. 
This is in contrast to the more expensive devices designed to prescribe 
orthopaedic inserts, which have hundreds if not thousands, of force "pixels". 
However, feedback from a physical therapist suggested that if a third 
sensor was added in the forefoot, the device could also be used to monitor 
and analyze pronation, which is a frequent cause of ankle injury. Based on 
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this advice, we modified our design to include three sensors on each foot. 
 The hardware itself is an Arduino "Fio" microcontroller, with an 
additional daughterboard (called a "shield" in Arduino jargon) that contains 
a negative voltage supply, necessary to drive the force sensors, the signal 
conditioning amplifiers, and the ANT wireless transceiver. The Fio board 
also has provisions for connecting a Lithium-Polymer battery, and 
recharging the Li-Po battery through a mini-USB connection. 
 
  
Software 

Our product also includes a custom application, written by us, that 
collects incoming data from the ANT transceiver on the smartphone. This 
data can then be stored, processed, displayed, analyzed, and shared from 
the iOS device.  

For simplicity in demonstrations, our current application only 
monitors the live data in real time. A map of the foot is graphically 
displayed, and colour-changing dots indicate the applied pressure, in 
addition to displaying raw 8-bit values from the sensors at the bottom of 
the screen (values from 0-255, depending on how much weight is applied 
on that area of the foot). 
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Credibility 

 Mark Winterink 
Mark's focus is on running. Mark has been an avid soccer player his entire 
life, but in recent years has focused on medium distance running, not only 
to improve his game, but also to appreciate the purity of the sport and 
mental discipline it requires. Mark is also interested in nutrition, anatomy, 
and other aspects of work physiology. In his spare time, Mark also enjoys 
tinkering with electronic hardware and is passionate about vacuum tubes 
and high-power amplifiers, as well as Jacob's ladders, Tesla coils, and 
anything else that makes sparks. 
 Mark has years of experience with the Arduino and Processing 
ecosystems, and is responsible for the sensor design and transmitter 
hardware. 
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 Caleb Bluesummers 
 Caleb has experience developing mobile applications for Windows 
Phone and is familiar with Microsoft .NET and C# ecosystems. He is also 
familiar with developing software for gym machines. 
 Caleb is responsible for developing the iOS software application that 
presents the sensor data and also represents the majority of the user 
interface of our system. 

Goals and Methodology 
 This device is intended to demonstrate that not only can such a 
device be built; it can also collect meaningful data in real time. To this end, 
we needed to construct prototype hardware that would be robust enough to 
withstand dozens of miles of running. The hardware also needed to be as 
lightweight and discreet as possible. We also wanted to create a system 
that was simple to use so as to minimize distractions while running. 
 To this end, the hardware has already been field tested with over 50 
miles of running in fair weather with no problems. The force sensors are 
paper-thin, and the complete assembly of Arduino, shield, and transmitter 
(including battery) weighs just 20.5 grams. This assembly can then be 
easily affixed to the laces of a shoe via clips or bands. 
 The wireless communications are set up automatically upon 
powering up the shoe transmitter, and starting the iOS application. We 
have decided that the simplest implementation for our application of the 
ANT protocol requires using broadcast mode. In broadcast mode, no 
"pairing" or synchronization of the transceivers is necessary. The Arduino 
microcontroller configures the transceiver to broadcast on a specific 
channel, and the iOS app listens and then processes the data. 
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Texas Instruments Analog Parts Used: 
 Per the requirements of the Texas Instruments Analog University 
Design Contest, this section describes the Texas Instruments ICs used in 
our device and how they benefited the design. 

 OPA1079: Micro Power Precision Amplifier 
 The signal processing hardware required use of an operational 
amplifier with at least three channels in one device. The amplifier also had 
to function from a low voltage, single voltage, battery source. Finally, we 
required very low power consumption to prolong battery life. 
 The OPA1079 amplifier meets all these requirements. Not only can 
this amplifier function on our 3V regulated source, it is designed to 
function directly from a watch battery with minimum specification of 1.4 
Volts! 

 CC2571: ANT Network Processor 
 This device is the heart of our ANT C7 transceiver module. It 
contains the ANT network processor; including ANT-FS, ANT+, RF receiver 
and transmitter, and host interface serial UART. 
 Use of this chip enabled the ANT wireless communication protocol in 
our project. 
 

TPS77318 & TPS60400: Voltage Regulator & Charge Pump Inverter 
 To drive our force sensors using the manufacturer recommended 
circuit, a low negative voltage was required. A 1.8V rail was supplied by the 
TPS77318, driven from the main 3V supply from the Arduino 
microcontroller. This 1.8V was converted to -1.8V by the TPS60400 charge 
pump. 
 These voltage regulation devices provided a stable negative voltage 
supply to drive our sensors. Since the current requirements of the sensors 
were minimal, high efficiency at almost “unloaded” operating conditions 
were required for extending battery life. These devices inherently have very 
low quiescent current ratings and are highly efficient. 
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Discussion 

Project Concept 
  The Smartphone Footstrike Monitor concept was born in summer of 
2010 when Mark joined the community of Adidas miCoach Pacer users. 
miCoach Pacer is a system which coaches its user to increase or decrease 
workout intensity to maintain a prescribed “zone”. Users are able to enroll 
in various training plans, such as training for football or rugby, or create 
their own workouts. Workouts can range from sprinting intervals, to slow 
recovery workouts, and users are scored based on how close their heart 
rate or running pace is to the coached level of activity. 
 We were familiar with previous electronic workout tools, the Nike+ 
and Garmin Forerunner, but the miCoach system leveraged the industry-
standard ANT wireless communications protocol to communicate between 
components. After becoming familiar with this protocol and the tools 
available to leverage it, such as standalone transceiver modules, USB 
sticks, and ipod dongles, we realized that this protocol could be used to 
implement a wide variety of new applications. 
 The other inspiration for this device came from Nintendo’s Wii Fit 
balance board. This device is a video game controller that measures the 
player’s weight and shifts in center of gravity that are used in numerous 
balance related challenges. After playing a game that required the user to 
walk “in place” on the Wii Fit blanace board, the idea to put the same 
sensor technology used by Wii Fit directly into a running shoe was born. 
 

Design Objectives 

Discreet hardware 
 If the device is to be worn on the foot while running, it must be as 
lightweight as possible. If the sensor is to be installed in a shoe, especially 
one that was not originally designed to contain such hardware, it must be 
as thin as possible. Any distractions in footwear might cause the user to 
change footstrike, creating a false or unnatural footstrike impression that 
would lead to faulty interpretation of the users natural stride. 
 We did not set a weight limit when designing the hardware. After 
assembly was completed, the device weighed in at 20.5 grams. Our current 
application involves running shoes; the chosen shoe for prototyping the 
hardware, Adidas Rava Bounce Predator (test shoe), is not part of the 
current trend towards ultra-light footwear, but still only weighs a 
respectable 320 grams. An additional 20 grams of weight adds an 
unnoticeable 6% penalty. 
 Several different vendors provide paper-thin force sensors, so this 
aspect of the objective was readily achieved. The sensors are undetectable 
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by the user in our test shoe. Further testing is required to see if these 
sensors are adequate for use in thin-sole shoes, such as soccer cleats or 
track spikes. In addition, the wire used to connect the force sensor to the 
transmitter is thicker than the sensor itself. In an application like this, a 
flexible PCB may be required for this connection to ensure the hardware 
remains physically robust and not become dislodged during use. 
 With a purpose-built compact printed circuit board design, and 
optimizing the analog circuitry to enable smaller components, the weight of 
production hardware could be drastically reduced. 

Robust hardware 
 An important consideration was to ensure that the shoe-mounted 
assembly would be robust, as the last thing we wanted during the 
construction and testing of this device was to have the hardware damaged 
during regular use. This required attention to detail and an understanding 
of the user imposed stresses to the device’s application during all stages of 
hardware design. 
 As a protective measure, the transmitting hardware was placed in a 
custom made (to ensure the correct dimensions) plastic enclosure that was 
mounted on foam to help dampen vibrations and shock. Hardware 
components such as the transceiver and battery were secured in place 
within the enclosure with glue. This ensured that the electrical connections 
of these components would not be stressed mechanically. 

A pair of monitors 
 Having two feet, and two shoes, meant that two sets of transmitting 
hardware would be required. Some devices, such as most stride sensors, 
only take data from one foot, and this is acceptable for the majority of use 
cases. 
 For the data we are collecting, we wanted to measure asymmetry, 
which required a sensor on each foot. While it is possible to collect data 
from just one foot, this will not allow identification of overall imbalances or 
for variations in one half of the users strides. Many sports related injuries 
are related to imbalances in posture or stride, and this necessitates the 
need to concurrently monitor both feet. 
 Collecting data from both feet also allows us to determine the 
effective center of gravity of the user. This data will enable many more 
applications than would be possible from collecting data on just one foot. 

Long battery life 
 Having a battery failure on a long run, especially when it results in 
the loss of data, can be frustrating. To this end, we specified all 
components of our hardware to be ultra-low power devices. In particular, 
the ANT transmitter uses just a few microwatts of power. By several orders 
of magnitude, the most power-hungry device is the Arduino microcontroller 
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itself, which requires approximately 6mA of current. All other components 
use an insignificant amount of current. We specified a 240mAH lithium 
polymer battery because of its very small size and mass, which produces a 
theoretical 40 hours of run time. Practically speaking, the device should 
operate for at least 20-30 hours before it requires recharging. This should 
be enough for a week of use by a casual user, and will far outlast the 
iPhone host’s battery. 

Ease of use 
 We wanted to adopt the ease of interaction used by the Nike+ 
sportband: this requires the user to simply press one button and start 
running. This seemingly simple concept would require a microcontroller 
with a sleep feature, and pairing the ANT transceivers. 
 To use our device, the user must power on the transmitter in each 
shoe, by using a slide on/off switch, and start the app on the iOS device. 
There is a reset button on the iOS device’s display, as well as a reset 
button on each transmitter’s microcontroller. However, during our trial 
runs, we did not need to reset the device. 

Fast response and sample rate 
 In order to record the footstrike event accurately and completely, a 
fast sample rate is required. The ANT transceivers specify a maximum 
message rate of 200Hz, but our hardware transmits messages at 60Hz. 
Each message contains the data from one sample of each sensor. This rate 
was chosen due to limitations of the iOS device’s display. Increasing the 
data rate to 100 Hz would provide a more accurate monitor of true 
footstrike. The rate can be increased when needed, and the payload of each 
message can be increased to two samples if necessary. This would result in 
a theoretical maximum of 400Hz sample rate. 
 For use in interactive applications, a fast response is needed. Any 
perceivable delay by the user will result in misinterpretation and possible 
frustration with the real time data evaluation. Realistically, a display 
response rate of under 20mS is desired, but this figure is approximate, and 
is near the absolute minimum delay the human eye can perceive. As long 
as the user perceives the system to respond instantaneously, a short delay 
with display may be acceptable. During demonstrations, several dozen 
users confirmed the display of their footstrike events appeared to be real-
time with no noticeable delay. 

Use in many different shoes 
 Our shoe was chosen because the outsole design has convenient vent 
holes that allow the wiring from the sensors to be routed. In addition, they 
were acquired previously and the additional cushioning makes them very 
comfortable for running long distances. 
 One envisioned application of this device is to evaluate how various 
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shoes affect a user’s performance. This requires the device to be able to 
operate in a variety of shoes with little user modifications. The sensors can 
be simply placed in any shoe that has a removable sockliner. However the 
necessary cabling from the sensor needs to be routed to the externally 
mounted transmitter. This limitation requires the cutting of a hole in the 
shoe. With addition design, a production hardware setup could include the 
complete transmitter mounted inside the midsole of any shoe that has 
provisions for a stride sensor such as Nike+ or miCoach. This would also 
enable the footstrike sensors to be used in a multitude of other types of 
shoes that are unlimited to sporting application, as well as industrial work 
boots and of course casual shoes. 

Use in many different applications 
 For maximum commercial appeal, it is important that even non-
athletic users can benefit from the device. To this end, we refer to the 
Nintendo Wii Fit game. This product has gained enormous popularity 
throughout the world. Not only can our footstrike monitor enable all the 
same applications as the Wii Fit, it is not limited by requiring the user to 
stay in one spot. The Wii Fit requires that users remain largely stationary 
and discourages jumping on and off the board as it will likely result in 
damage to the hardware. 
 Conversely, our device allows the user to perform all of the 
movements that are normally possible while wearing any type shoes. 
Imagine being able to play a competitive game of hopscotch, partake in 
dancing lessons, or even virtually surf while riding the bus! These 
applications are in addition to the ability to analyze and correct poor form 
in running, jogging, or walking. Other applications could improve 
performance of a golf swing or baseball at bat and even for monitoring 
repetitive stress situations for production plant workers. 
  

Technical Approach: 

Microcontroller 

 
Figure 3: Arduino Fio Microcontroller (actual size is 1.1” by 2.6”) 
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 As the project developed, it became clear that we should utilize the 
Arduino family of microcontrollers because of their ease of use, general 
availability, and flexibility to create powerful applications with pre-existing 
libraries and add on hardware. During the early design stages, we 
recognized that we had to minimize the size of the hardware and planned 
to use a generic ATmega chip installed on a custom printed circuit board, 
and running Arduino firmware. 
 During our research, we discovered a very small Arduino “Fio” 
(Funnel IO) microcontroller board. This Arduino is based on the Atmel 
ATmega328P microcontroller and contained an on/off switch, voltage 
regulator, and battery charging circuit in a very compact footprint. This 
Arduino supplies power to our other circuits, reads analog sensor data, and 
controls the ANT transceiver via its serial interface. The lithium polymer 
battery fits snugly into the unused “xbee” header on the bottom of the 
Arduino. 

Force Sensor 

 
Figure 4: Tekscan "FlexiForce" A201 Sensor 

 Our force sensors were manufactured by Tekscan. The Tekscan 
FlexiForce A201 force sensor is available in several different sensitivities. 
We tested both the 0 to 25 pound range and the 0 to 100 pound sensors 
and selected the former, as its increased sensitivity is consistent for typical 
human foot strike pressures. These sensors are constructed from a 
compressible piece of conductive material sandwiched in a plastic 
membrane. The sensor has a thickness of 0.008 inches and is flexible. The 
sensors have a rated accuracy of 3 percent. 
 As the sensor is compressed, its conductivity increases linearly with 
the force applied. The change in conductivity is processed by a signal 
conditioning amplifier and is measured by the analog to digital converter 
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on-board the ATmega328p microcontroller. 
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Figure 5: Plot of force vs. conductance of a 0-100 pound force sensor 

 
Figure 6: diagram of force sensor construction 
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ANT wireless communication 

 
Figure 7: ANT devices: micoach pacer, ipod 30-pin transceiver, USB transceiver, stride sensor, 
heart rate sensor, and (3) C7 drop-in modules 

 We chose the ANT protocol because of its ultra-low power 
consumption, ease of implementation, and its popularity as the industry 
standard for wireless communication among sport and wellness devices. 
Although ANT is a proprietary protocol, its specifications are freely 
available for download from the ANT website (thisisant.com) 
 The hardware used in the transmitter is an ANT C7 drop-in 
transceiver module. This device contains an integral antenna, RF circuitry, 
8-channel ANT communication core, and a serial UART interface, all in a 
square circuit board that measures 20mm on each side. 
 To configure the ANT transceiver and communicate, the host 
microcontroller (mcu) must prepare ANT messages to send to the 
transceiver. To receive a message from the transceiver, the mcu must 
listen for messages received over the serial receiver. Each message 
consists of a sync byte; ID, length, and data payload bytes; and a 
checksum byte. 
 Dynastream (the developer of ANT protocol) has since released 
ANT+, which is a specification designed to allow implementation of sensors 
such as stride, heart rate, bike power; and the applications that read them. 
We did not use the ANT+ protocol since the footstrike monitor is a new 
type of sensor; the data it collects does not fit any existing fitness sensor 
paradigms that are provided in ANT+. 
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 iOS host system 

 
Figure 8: iPod touch with ANT transceiver installed 

 We chose Apple’s iOS family of portable computers because of the 
availability of the ANT transceiver hardware that can plug into the 30-pin 
dock connector found on all of these devices. iOS was also chosen for the 
operating system because of its ubiquity as more iPhones and iPods are in 
the use than any other model, and an iPod touch is available inexpensively.  
 Developing software on iOS is well understood by many 
programmers with many different types of applications already developed 
and in use on a very stable platform. A further factor in selecting iOS is that 
the xcode development environment is available free of charge, and an 
Apple Developer account (which even allows apps to be sold on iTunes) is 
available for  $100 per year, allowing an expandable development 
community. 
 When we researched alternative portable computer platforms, there 
was no commercially available low cost product that had ANT capabilities. 
The Samsung F110 was a much older model, JavaME- based phone, and 
was limited to built-in miCoach functions. During development, Sony 
released a new line of Android smartphones that reportedly had ANT 
transceivers built in. However this was after we had commenced testing of 
our device. Furthermore, it was unclear if the installed ANT hardware in the 
Sony android phones could be unlocked to allow access for users to 
program their own applications. 
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Figure 9: iOS compatible ANT transceiver from Wahoo Fitness. Uses Nordic Semiconductor I.C. 

 In contrast, with the Wahoo Fitness ANT transceiver hardware, and 
freely available API and demonstration programs, utilizing the iOS device 
for ANT communications was straightforward. In fact, we recommend using 
the Wahoo Fitness ANT transceiver for any iOS application that can utilize a 
simple way to communicate with other hardware, whether or not the 
wireless feature is required. 
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Figure 10: Actual screen-shot of footstrike monitor 
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Figure 11: Screen shot of interface mockup featuring pressure map and center of gravity mapping 

 

Budget 
Component Description Cost 
Smartphone iPod Touch 16gb $200 
Shoes Adidas Rava Predator $180 
Circuit board 1x1.6 inch PCB-Pool 5-day $15.5 x2 
Microcontroller Arduino Fio $25 x2 
ANT transceiver Wahoo Fitness Fisica key $80 
ANT transceiver ANT C7 module (cc2571) $25 x2 
Miscellaneous 
Hardware 

Connectors, wire, passives, 
casing 

$30 
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Force Sensor Tekscan A201 25 pound $15 x6 
 
Total: $711 
 
This budget includes everything necessary to build this project. It should be 
noted that all software tools used (Cadsoft EAGLE, Arduino, and Apple 
Xcode) are publicly available at no charge. In addition, the iPod Touch was 
loaned to us, and the shoes were acquired previously. With these 
allowances, we may reduce the overall budget to $331. 
 Conversely, we constructed a spare device that increased our overall 
build cost. While this cost was ultimately unnecessary, it provided great 
peace of mind to have a spare available during testing. 

Problems Encountered 

Calibration 
 While it is technically very possible to calibrate our system so an 
exact measurement of weight is possible, this calibration will change every 
time the sensors are moved within the shoe, which due to our constant 
system tuning occurred very often. Since the force sensors are mounted 
underneath the sockliner, the scale used to measure force will vary 
depending on the softness and thickness of the foam material. 
 The force sensors measure force, not pressure. This fine detail 
means that 10 pounds of force will cause the same change in conductivity 
whether applied over a small point or the entire area of the sensor. In 
practice, this means that to achieve consistent pressure reading, the same 
area of the sockliner must be utilized across the entire force range. This 
required fitting additional stiff plastic material around the sensor to keep 
the applied force uniform.  

Wrong PCB footprint for TPS77318 
 Due to an oversight in the design of the PCB, the wrong package for 
the TPS77318 voltage regulator was specified. This required a “blue wire” 
repair to connect the chip to the PCB. 

Noise 
 Due to the compact design of the transmitting hardware, spurious 
noise emissions were injected into our amplified sensor signal. This noise 
appeared when a small (non-zero) force was applied, and made 
measurements of a small range of force inaccurate. This noise appeared as 
a triangle waveform with approximately 6kHz frequency. Further testing is 
required to determine the source, but we currently believe the voltage 
regulator on the Arduino microcontroller board causes this noise. 
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Future Recommendations 

Data Lifecycle 
When designing a system that collects data on a process, it is 

important to consider what role each component plays in the data 
collection lifecycle of collection, interpretation, knowledge, and wisdom. 
This is a cyclical process: after the data wisdom has been applied, new 
data is collected to understand what effect the data wisdom has on the 
process. 

Our Smartphone Footstrike Monitor is a prototype designed to 
demonstrate that it is feasible to collect this data with an inexpensive and 
portable device. It also interprets the data in a very basic way, by showing 
force data in real-time. The limitations of this project are apparent in that 
the current software application does not store the collected data, or 
interpret it intelligently.  

 

Data Collection 
 The data collection step of the data lifecycle is the actual data 
acquiring. This data can then be stored in raw form in a database, or 
simply displayed in real time and discarded immediately. While testing in 
the field, we stored the data in a simple database so it could be played 
back on a computer after a run. Our current implementation, for 
demonstration purposes, displays the data in real time and then discards 
it. 

Data Interpretation 
 Data interpretation is processing the data and displaying the data in 
a manner so the user can understand it. Our Footstrike Monitor interprets 
the collected data by displaying the data in raw form – numerical values 
displayed on the screen. It also displays colored dots to represent  

Data Knowledge 
 A smart data system will be able to process data intelligently and 
analyze it to help improve the process directly. For example, a future 
application could detect a common error – landing with too much weight 
on your heels while walking, or overpronating while walking, and tell the 
user about this deficiency. 
 Deciding how to process the data knowledge and display it is not a 
trivial task, and will depend on the intended application of our device. The 
software must be able to detect the activity (walking, running, etc) and 
process the data correctly. State-of-the-art running technique changes over 
time and varies with each runner. Even the same user will have an ideal 
technique that varies over time, and with different footwear. Our system is 
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not currently able to process the collected data in a high-level manner such 
as this. 

Traditionally, the data knowledge from a runner’s technique would 
come from a coach with years of experience, who is able to instantly and 
dynamically able to see and understand all aspects of the runner’s form. 
This data includes outside variables ranging from the running surface, the 
weather, what the runner had for breakfast, etc. This allows a coach to tell 
the runner exactly what needs to be improved, without worrying about 
outside circumstances (comparatively, some electronic coaching gadgets 
will even advise you to “speed up” while tying a shoe or waiting on a traffic 
light). The ability of a real coach to decisively tell the runner what to do 
brings us to the final stage of the data life cycle, data wisdom. 

 Data Wisdom 
 The final step of the data lifecycle is the wisdom to correct the 
process from data knowledge. Displaying data wisdom, such as telling the 
user exactly how to correct what he is doing wrong, is a personal decision, 
and may or may not be desired. With proper algorithims, an application 
could tell the user to “take smaller strides and increase your cadence” or 
“try to keep your hips pushed forward”, or even “stop and stretch your 
calves”. The application could then detect when these changes are 
implemented properly, or even if the user overcorrects. Creating these 
algorithms would not be a challenge with regards to the computer science – 
modern smartphones have plenty of processing power and memory for this 
application. However, it would require months of intense research, testing, 
and expert opinion – which is not feasible for a student project with our 
scope.  
 

Smaller Size 
 The footstrike monitoring system we have created is a sound 
prototype that proved our design concept of collecting footstrike data 
utilizing compact hardware that fits entirely within a shoe. Future 
recommendations with regards to the hardware involve creating an ever 
more compact and discreet device that can ultimately be no larger than a 
modern stride sensor, and fit completely within the midsole of any shoe. 
 To this end, a single custom circuit board would need to be created 
that will incorporate miniaturization of all components. This was not 
practical for our prototype as the entire hardware system was hand-
assembled, not to mention the cost and time limitations. Utilization of 
several off-the-shelf, commercially and readily available components, such 
as the Arduino and ANT module, while reducing custom design did 
contribute, due to their size to the large size of the hardware. 
 With use of a much smaller and more efficient microcontroller, such 
as the Texas Instruments MSP430, the power consumption can be further 
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reduced, allowing for use of a smaller battery. 

Additional Software Applications 
 The potential software applications for this device are vast, and it is 
in this area where most additional features can be added. Customized 
applications can be created for every conceivable activity.  
Most significantly, our system is not limited to a smartphone device as a 
host. Any computer that has an ANT transceiver can make use of our 
footstrike sensor system. With this flexibility, applications can be developed 
for machines ranging from personal computers, to video game consoles, to 
treadmills and other machines at the gym and arcade. 

Accelerometer 
 For our prototype hardware, we did not include an accelerometer. 
However, with the current prototype system, it is possible to interface with 
a stride sensor simultaneously alongside the footstrike monitor. This 
network configuration would use 3 of the 8 channels on the iPhone’s ANT 
transceiver, and would allow software applications to record approximate 
speed. To take interactivity to the next level, integrating a true multi-axis 
accelerometer would allow recording of the foot’s position in all 
dimensions. 

Conclusion 
 The main goal for this project were to demonstrate that it is possible 
to collect meaningful footstrike force data with a compact, inexpensive 
system that can fit entirely within a shoe. In addition to meeting this goal, 
we also learned the ANT wireless protocol, and interfacing an ANT 
transceiver with a microcontroller. 
 With the popularity of smartphones and mobile devices, we thought 
it was important to also create our system to work in concert with one of 
these commercially available devices. We have also learned to use iOS from 
a developer perspective and have discovered that this application is far 
from trivial, considering that the application must convey footstrike data in 
an accurate manner in order for the real-time data interpretation to be 
meaningful. Apple has developed new programming paradigms that have 
moved their mobile software base to include features that will remain a 
strong interest and investment in mobile devices. 
 Finally, the research and development of this foot strike monitoring 
system has caused us to be much more aware of our running techniques by 
forcing us to be in tune with our feet. As part of the evolution in tools that 
range from the basic stopwatch to advanced high-speed cameras, we hope 
that the advancements in monitoring with the tools we have demonstrated 
will not only improve the performance of all types of sports endeavors, but 
also to improve the life and well-being of all. 
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Appendix A 

 Microcontroller Code 
Note that the code listing is for the left shoe; the right is identical with the 
exception of the “Device Number” field, which is set to 0x0002 instead of 
0x0001. 
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Appendix B 

 iOS App Code 
 Note: the base API for the Wahoo Fitness ANT transceiver was 
provided to us under NDA. This restriction is due to the transceiver 
interfacing through Apple’s proprietary 30-pin dock connector. In addition, 
the root controller of our iOS application is based on a demonstration app 
from Wahoo Fitness. We used the mechanisms in this app to provide 
additional functionality by interfacing to a heart rate and stride sensor. 
Because this code is proprietary to Wahoo Fitness, only our view can be 
included in this report, and not the entire application. 
 
 
#import "AntViewController.h" 
#import "CommandChooserController.h" 
 
 
@interface AntViewController (_PRIVATE_) 
 
- (void)updateDeviceConnection; 
- (void)sendMessage; 
- (void)leftOpenMessage; 
 
@end 
 
float floatLF; 
float floatLM; 
float floatLH; 
float floatRF; 
float floatRM; 
float floatRH; 
 
@implementation AntViewController 
 
@synthesize keyConnectedLabel; 
@synthesize txMessageField; 
@synthesize rxMessageView; 
 
 
#pragma mark - 
#pragma NSObject Implementation 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)dealloc 
{ 
    [[NSNotificationCenterdefaultCenter] removeObserver:self]; 
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 [keyConnectedLabelrelease]; 
 [txMessageFieldrelease]; 
 [rxMessageViewrelease]; 
  
    [superdealloc]; 
} 
 
 
#pragma mark - 
#pragma mark UIViewController Implementation 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning 
{ 
 // Releases the view if it doesn't have a superview. 
    [superdidReceiveMemoryWarning]; 
  
 // Release any cached data, images, etc that aren't in use. 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)viewDidLoad 
{ 
    [superviewDidLoad]; 
 
self.navigationItem.title = @"Foot Sensors"; 
 [rxMessageViewsetFont:[UIFontfontWithName:@"Courier"size: 
10.0]]; 
 rxMessageView.text = @""; 
  
 // default the assign channel message in the message send 
box. 
 txMessageField.text = @"014A000000"; 
 
// initialize the HW connector. 
hardwareConnector = [WFHardwareConnectorsharedConnector]; 
    [hardwareConnectorinitializeAdvancedMode:self]; 
 
// register for HW connector notifications. 
    [[NSNotificationCenterdefaultCenter] 
addObserver:selfselector:@selector(updateDeviceConnection) 
name:WF_NOTIFICATION_HW_CONNECTEDobject:nil]; 
    [[NSNotificationCenterdefaultCenter] 
addObserver:selfselector:@selector(updateDeviceConnection) 
name:WF_NOTIFICATION_HW_DISCONNECTEDobject:nil]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
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----------------- 
- (void)viewDidUnload 
{ 
 // Release any retained subviews of the main view. 
 // e.g. self.myOutlet = nil; 
 
    [[NSNotificationCenterdefaultCenter] removeObserver:self]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)viewWillAppear:(BOOL)animated 
{ 
 [selfupdateDeviceConnection]; 
} 
 
 
#pragma mark - 
#pragma mark WFAntReceiverDelegate Implementation 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)antMessageReceived:(WFAntMessage)antMessage 
{ 
 
/* parse the ANT message into a formatted string.  
     NSString* msg = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%02X %02X %02X 
[%02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X %02X]\n", 
      antMessage.messageSize, 
      antMessage.messageId, 
      antMessage.data1,  // channel number. 
      antMessage.data2,  // start of message. 
      antMessage.data3, 
      antMessage.data4, 
      antMessage.data5, 
      antMessage.data6, 
      antMessage.data7, 
      antMessage.data8, 
      antMessage.data9]; 
 */ 
//Parse the Channel Number into integer value 
NSString *channelNumber = [NSStringstringWithFormat:@"%d", 
antMessage.data1]; 
int channelInt = [channelNumber intValue]; 
 
//Parse the Message ID into integer value 
NSString *messageIdStr = [NSStringstringWithFormat:@"%d", 
antMessage.messageId]; 
int messageInt = [messageIdStr intValue]; 
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//check message ID status, continue if OK 
if(messageInt == 78){ 
 
//Check to see which foot the packet is from 
if(channelInt == 00) 
        { 
 
            //Convert Inside data to decimal and send to text 
label 
            NSString *leftFrontStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data2]; 
      [leftFrontLabel setText:leftFrontStr]; 
floatLF = [leftFrontStr floatValue]; 
             floatLF = floatLF / 255; 
 
//Convert Outside data to decimal and send to text label 
            NSString *leftMiddleStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data3]; 
          [leftMiddleLabel setText:leftMiddleStr]; 
     floatLM = [leftMiddleStr floatValue]; 
                floatLM = floatLM / 255; 
 
//Convert Heel data to decimal and send to text label 
            NSString *leftHeelStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data4]; 
          [leftHeelLabel setText:leftHeelStr]; 
   floatLH = [leftHeelStr floatValue]; 
                floatLH = floatLH / 255; 
 
 
  [myView setNeedsDisplay]; 
      } 
 
        else { 
 
            //Convert Inside data to decimal and send to text 
label 
            NSString *rightFrontStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data2]; 
                [rightFrontLabel setText:rightFrontStr]; 
                floatRF = [rightFrontStr floatValue]; 
                floatRF = floatRF / 255; 
 
          //Convert Outside data to decimal and send to text 
label 
            NSString *rightMiddleStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data3]; 
    [rightMiddleLabel setText:rightMiddleStr]; 
      floatRM = [rightMiddleStr floatValue]; 
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                floatRM = floatRM / 255; 
 
            //Convert Heel data to decimal and send to text label 
         NSString *rightHeelStr = [NSString 
stringWithFormat:@"%d", antMessage.data4]; 
          [rightHeelLabel setText:rightHeelStr]; 
          floatRH = [rightHeelStr floatValue]; 
floatRH = floatRH / 255; 
 
       [myView setNeedsDisplay]; 
          } 
 
 // add the message string to the display and scroll. USE FOR 
DEBUGGING 
 /* 
rxMessageView.text  = [rxMessageView.text 
stringByAppendingString:msg]; 
 [rxMessageView 
scrollRangeToVisible:NSMakeRange([rxMessageView.text length], 
0)]; 
    */ 
    } 
 
 
} 
 
 
#pragma mark - 
#pragma mark AntViewController Implementation 
 
#pragma mark Private Methods 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)updateDeviceConnection 
{ 
 keyConnectedLabel.text = hardwareConnector.isFisicaConnected 
? @"Yes": @"No"; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)sendMessage 
{ 
 
  NSString *leftSensorOpenChannel = @"014B00"; 
 
 //WFAntMessage resetMessage; 
 
    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
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 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
 
    NSString* txString = leftSensorOpenChannel; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
 
 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)resetMessage 
{ 
    NSString *resetStr = @"014A000000"; 
 
    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    NSString* txString = resetStr; 
 
 uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
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  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
 
 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)leftChannelMessage 
{ 
    NSString *leftSensorAssignChannel = @"0342000002"; 
 
   // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length= 2; 
 
   NSString* txString = leftSensorAssignChannel; 
 
  uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
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} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)rightChannelMessage 
{ 
    NSString *rightSensorAssignChannel = @"0342010002"; 
 
  // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
  NSString* txString = rightSensorAssignChannel; 
 
 uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location =0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location +=2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)leftIDMessage 
{ 
 NSString *leftSensorAssignChannelID = @"05510001000101"; 
 
// parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
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NSString* txString = leftSensorAssignChannelID; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)rightIDMessage 
{ 
    NSString *rightSensorAssignChannelID = @"05510102000101"; 
 
// parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
NSString* txString = rightSensorAssignChannelID; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location+= 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
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  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)leftPeriodMessage 
{  
    NSString *leftSensorAssignPeriod = @"0343006606"; 
 
    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    NSString* txString = leftSensorAssignPeriod; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)rightPeriodMessage 
{ 
    NSString *rightSensorAssignPeriod = @"0343016606"; 
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    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    NSString* txString = rightSensorAssignPeriod; 
 
 uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location <[txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANTchannel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)leftOpenMessage 
{ 
 NSString *leftSensorOpen = @"014B00"; 
 
    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    NSString* txString = leftSensorOpen; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
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  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (void)rightOpenMessage 
{ 
NSString *rightSensorOpen = @"014B01"; 
 
    // parse the transmit string in 2-character segments. 
 WFAntMessage txMessage; 
 memset( &txMessage, 0, sizeof(WFAntMessage) ); 
 
 NSRange byteRange; 
 byteRange.length = 2; 
 
    NSString* txString = rightSensorOpen; 
 
    uint8_t* pMsgByte = (uint8_t*)&txMessage; 
  
 for (byteRange.location = 0; byteRange.location < [txString 
length]; byteRange.location += 2, pMsgByte++ ) 
 { 
  // get the string value of the byte at the current offset. 
  NSString* txByte = [txString substringWithRange:byteRange]; 
   
  // scan to convert HEX string into uint. 
  uint scanInt; 
  [[NSScanner scannerWithString:txByte] scanHexInt:&scanInt]; 
   
  // copy the byte into the current offset of the TX message. 
  *pMsgByte = (uint8_t)scanInt; 
 } 
  
 // transmit the message on the ANT channel. 
 [hardwareConnector sendAntMessage:&txMessage]; 
} 
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#pragma mark Event Handlers 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (IBAction)chooseClicked:(id)sender 
{ 
    // Navigation logic may go here. Create and push another view 
controller. 
 CommandChooserController* commandChooser = 
[[CommandChooserController alloc] 
initWithNibName:@"CommandChooserController" bundle:nil]; 
 commandChooser.txMessageField = txMessageField; 
 [commandChooser sendTxTo:self 
forSelector:@selector(sendMessage)]; 
 [self.navigationController pushViewController:commandChooser 
animated:TRUE]; 
  
 [commandChooser release]; 
} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (IBAction)clearClicked:(id)sender 
{ 
 rxMessageView.text = @""; 
} 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (IBAction)resetClicked:(id)sender 
{ 
    //[self resetMessage]; 
} 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (IBAction)sendClicked:(id)sender 
{ 
 [self resetMessage]; 
 
    [self leftChannelMessage]; 
    [self rightChannelMessage]; 
 
    [self leftIDMessage]; 
    [self rightIDMessage]; 
 
    [self leftPeriodMessage]; 
    [self rightPeriodMessage]; 
 
    [self leftOpenMessage]; 
    [self rightOpenMessage]; 
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} 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
- (IBAction)textFieldDoneEditing:(id)sender 
{ 
 [sender resignFirstResponder]; 
} 
 
@end 
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Appendix C 

 Schematics 

  Arduino Fio microcontroller board 
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  footstrike monitor shield PCB 
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Appendix D 

 Datasheets 

 TI CC2571 (wireless engine) 
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 TI TLC1079 (amplifier) 
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 TI TPS60400 (inverting charge pump) 
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 TI TPS77318 (voltage regulator) 
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 Atmel ATmega328p (microcontroller) 
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 Maxim MAX1555 (battery charger) 
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 Micrel MIC5219-3.3BM5 (voltage regulator) 
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Appendix E 

ANT message protocol overview 
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